Pro Mini
PRO MINI - 2020
RACECIEVERS AND TRANSPONDERS ARE MANDATORY
BODY & CHASSIS
Standard production American made four passenger sedans with rear wheel drive car. Factory stock
chassis and body with stock dimensions and body must match frame. After Market bodies allowed.
Wedge Bodies ok. Tube Chassis allowed. The wheelbase must be unaltered, with a 102” maximum
wheelbase, NO Camaros or T-Birds. All suspension parts must remain in stock location. Running an
aftermarket nosepiece and tailpiece will be permitted. Weight jacks are permitted. Heavy duty or racing
type shocks OK but only one shock per wheel. Stock spoilers are OK but No spoiler will be more than 4”
high from deck lid. 2400 lb. minimum weight. If firewall has been altered, a blow proof bell housing or
¼” plated floor board is acceptable as a scatter shield.
TIRES & WHEELS
Racing tires are permitted but must not exceed 8” width MAX.
7-inch steel wheels ONLY, 8-inch tire width MAXIMUM, Bead Locks are permitted.
ENGINE & DRIVE TRAIN
4 cylinder only and must be mounted in stock OEM location.
NO fuel injection, NO rotary engines.
Engine must be stock appearing OEM for body and chassis. Engine must be same make as body of car.
The year model is optional.
Stock carburetor or 350 Holley P/N 7448 with NO MODIFICATIONS> Choke may be removed but NO
grinding anywhere in carb. NO aftermarket intakes. 500 Holley #4412 permitted, no porting, can
remove choke horn. Spacers are permitted.
Stock fuel pump only, no fuel pressure regulators.
Headers are permitted and exhaust must exit the side of the car.
May use electric fuel pump on blocks not ported for mechanical pump. If using electric pump, a rollover cut off switch must be installed.
Must have an ON-OFF switch properly labeled and in easy of the driver.
Factory Transmission, open clutch rule.
No Aluminum drive shafts, steel only.
Stock appearing intake. No rotary engines, no overhead cams, no fuel injections. Roller rockers are
permitted.
Stock transmission with no modification.
NO ALUMINUM HEADS WILL BE ALLOWED.

